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THE POSTAL HISTORY OF ADELBODEN (PART ONE)                                                                                            ALAN GREEN

The well-known winter sports resort of Adelboden is located in Frutigenland in the western section of the Bernese  
Oberland high above Lake Thun and Spiez. The village, which boasted a population of 3,600 in 2007, was once a  
very small and isolated farming community at the head of the picturesque Engstligental valley. Our member, Alan  
Green, has been building up a "heimat" collection related to Adelboden and has undertaken considerable research  
on its postal history over the centuries, with help from philatelic experts and local residents. He has offered the  
Society the opportunity to  reproduce his competition entry for the Yorkshire Philatelic Association's Literary Class  
in our Newsletter. An offer too good to miss, as I hope you will agree. (Editor)

Background History
Adelboden's name in Schweizer Deutsche means 'rich pastures' which were used by the local population, known  
as the "Forest people", to graze their cattle. In the 13th Century, led by a nobleman Kastlanei of Frutigen, they 
purchased their  freedom from some of the taxes imposed by the City State of Bern and began to develop a 
separate community which by 1450 had a defensive tower and a Catholic (later a Protestant) church. Over the 
next 120 years they suffered two plagues and a severe famine, but despite these setbacks by 1770 they had a 
population of just over a thousand, their own school and a small silk-spinning industry. In 1798 it is recorded that  
men from Adelboden drove back a French contingent in the battle of Neuenegg, although the state capital of Bern 
was eventually occupied. 

Gradually the villagers began to diversify their activities, mining the local slate (from 1839), manufacturing match  
boxes (from 1867) and building the first hotel (Grand Hotel, Wildstrubel in 1887) to serve the growing tourist  
trade. The Hotel Beau Site (1899) and the Adelboden Skiclub (formed 1903) followed and electricity arrived for  
the resident population of 1,560 in 1902. In 1901 the Spiez-Frutigen Bahn began running trains southwards from 
the junction with the Thunersee Bahn (opened in 1893). These lines were absorbed into the Bern-Lötschberg-
Simplon Bahn in 1907. Unfortunately for Adelboden a proposal to continue the line south through the Engstligen  
Valley was thwarted by the discovery of soft shale in the path of the tunnel route under the Wildstrubel. The  
panoramic view above shows the Wildstrubel, the Engstligen Falls and the village in about 1910.
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 The First World War closed the Swiss borders and many hotels suffered financial losses even though some housed 
internees, as was the case again during the Second World War. Despite the setbacks, in the C20 th Adelboden 
continued to progress opening a plant for bottling local mineral water and new facilities for tourists such as their  
open-air swimming pool.  Today visitors can get a flavour of its history from the local museum and the C15 th 

frescoes and Augusto Giacometti's stained glass in the church, marvel at the alpine flowers and the spectacular 
waterfalls  (the  Engstligen-fälle)  and  enjoy  the  benefits  of  the  72  ski-lifts,  130  miles  of  pistes,  ice  rinks  and  
mountain-bike trails. 

Postal History 
Switzerland - the Romans would probably have introduced their mounted messenger service for administrative  
and military purposes (the "cursus publicus") when they arrived in what is now Switzerland. Unfortunately with  
their departure in the fifth century A.D. any organised postal service largely disappeared from most of Europe  
until  the C14th.  About that time many governments, religious,  legal and merchant institutions had authorised 
systems of communication by mail, several of which crossed Swiss territory e.g. Britain and France to Italy or 
Austria. Many of these were operated by the "von Thurn und Taxis" family. At the start of the C17 th most of these 
long distance routes were undertaken by teams of mounted couriers.

Within  Switzerland  individual  members  of  the  confederation  of  thirteen  cantons  introduced  uniformed foot  
messengers in the main towns and settlements. By the end of the C17 th, horse-drawn post coaches were providing 
regular services from every large town.

Fig. 1 (above left)  Frutigen straight-line hand stamp on an official entire dated 1809 (recorded use 1807-11).
Fig. 2 (right) Entire dated 16th December 1844 with Adelboden manuscript straight-line cancel, 'Frutigen 18 DEC 
1844' and red 'BERN 18 DEC 1844' transit cds on reverse.

Bern – In 1675, Beat Fischer of Berne commenced a canton postal service based on the model of the Thurn and 
Taxis.  Fischer's  post  grew and spread rapidly taking  over  many other services  within  Switzerland.  The family  
retained control  of  the Berne post  until  1832 when a request  for  increased fees  was refused by  the Berne  
administration who determined to operate the post themselves. One of Fischer's post routes connected Berne,  
Thun, Spiez and Interlaken.  A regular connection between Spiez and Frutigen (see Fig.  1 above) brought the 
official postal service to the north Engstligen valley. n.b. the village of Frutigen was destroyed by fire in 1827.

Federal Post – eighteen independent postal services were absorbed into one Federal State monopoly service in  
1849. Administered from Berne, the Post had eleven regional directorates. Whilst all public services in existence 
had to be maintained the charges had to be reduced to the lowest levels possible. Swiss Federal postage stamps 
were  introduced  in  1850.  Services  provided  included  the  conveyance  of  letters,  newspapers,  parcels  and 
passengers. A Federal Act of 1851 gave the State the monopoly of telegraphy. One year later a Morse system of  
telegraphy was opened and by 1857 all Swiss cantons were linked by an extended network. Domestic money  
orders were introduced in 1862 and express delivery of mail in 1868.

Adelboden in the 19  th   Century   
Villagers living in the valley had to carry their letters to the Frutigen office themselves until 1841 when a carrier  
began carrying mail from and to the village. A "straight line manuscript" hand stamp was applied to identify letters  
originating from Adelboden so that the correct postage rate could be applied in Frutigen (Fig. 2). 
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Fig. 3  Map of Adelboden Post collection points in 1846.
Key – 1 Kirschwand;  2 Schlegeli;  3 Mühledorf;  4 Oey;  5 Vorschwand;  6 Schulen, auf dem Port;  7 Schwand;  
8 Halden;   9 Blatti;   10 Bond;   11 Neuweg;   12 Egenschwand;   13 Tschenten, auf dem Arm;   14 Boden;  
15 Thernegg;  16 Willenschwand;  17 Hirzboden;  18 Bonderlen and  19 Stiegelschwand three times each week on  
Wednesday, Friday and Sunday.

The Canton approved the opening of a post office at Boden in 1846. Abraham Brunner was appointed courier and  
postman and authorised to carry the mail three times each week (Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday) to Frutigen.  
Brunner collected letters from 19 points in the vicinity of Adelboden every Wednesday, Friday and Sunday (Fig. 3). 

A Post Office report dated 1st September 1850 states that a three-seater coach was in use on the Frutigen – Thun  
post: departing Frutigen at 06.00, arriving Thun at 09.45. The return journey left Thun at 15.00, arriving Frutigen  
at 18.45. Postmaster Brunner had the village name stamp recut in the same manuscript style circa 1860 (Fig. 4).

Abraham Brunner died on 21st November 1863 having given very satisfactory service to the village for twenty-two 
years.  His  successor  as  Post  Office  Keeper  and  courier  was  a  Frutigen  farm labourer  born  in  1835,  Samuel  
Gempeler. Every Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday he made the return journey with the mail. He also 
acted as postman delivering letters in Adelboden. Whilst the location of the Post Office is unknown it is recorded  
that he made collections in Bäuerten, Hirzboden and Schwand after returning from Frutigen and also on Sunday 
mornings. In the other areas Samuel sometimes made collections in the mornings.

In July 1863, a three-seater, horse-drawn carriage linked Frutigen and Spiez making connection with the boat to  
Thun and also to Neuhaus and Interlaken: Departing Frutigen 08.00 ; Arriving Spiez 09.45; Returning - depart Spiez  
16.50 ; Arriving Frutigen 19.05.

Fig. 4  Entire Adelboden – Frutigen dated 21st May 1862. Cursive 'Adelboden' hand stamp.
Fig. 5  2c. Sitting Helvetia stamp cancelled with the (A)DELBODE(N) straight-line, upper case, block letter hand  
stamp issued to the Adelboden Post Office during 1870 and recorded in use during the next four years.

Samuel Gempeler was dismissed on 1st August 1870 and replaced by Johannes Büschlen, aged 28, an Adelboden 
carpenter.  The location of the Adelboden Post Office at  this  time is  not recorded.  On the same day another  
postman and courier named Johannes Dänzer, a 35 year old farmer, was engaged with a starting salary of Sfr.200. 
They were authorised to undertake two journeys to Frutigen each week:
Thursday - depart Adelboden 06.00,  arrive Frutigen 09.00; return -depart Frutigen 11.00, arrive Adelboden 15.00.
Saturday – depart Adelboden 16.00,  arrive Frutigen 19.00; return -depart Frutigen 20.00, arrive Adelboden 24.00.
Collections and deliveries in Adelboden made on Thursday evenings, Friday mornings and Sundays.(End of Part 1)
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THE 100  th   ANNIVERSARY OF THE FIELD POST IN SWITZERLAND 1889 – 1989                                               ARTHUR WYSS
Part 7 translated into English by Eric Lienhard. The sixth part (illustrations) was in the May edition (p. 40).

6.3 The postal service for foreign prisoners of war and internees in Switzerland.

During WWII the FP Service had to deal with the postal service for approximately 90,000 interned foreign soldiers  
in our country. The first influx came in summer 1940 (approximately 40,000 men, mainly Poles and French). Later 
there followed Italians, British, Russians and in 1944/45 also Germans. Among them were many escaped prisoners  
of war and also deserters. By the end of the war the postal taffic amounted to 24 million items; at the same time  
17 million Fr. were transmitted via money orders.

The card index listing the name and location of all internees maintained by the FP Directorate served as a basis. By  
1945  some  543,000  amendments  had  to  be  recorded.  The  FP  office  for  internee  post  was  located  in 
Münchenbuchsee from 1940 until 1944 and towards the end of the war in Gümligen near Bern.

The internee post had to pass the censor before delivery and thus first had to pass through the FP Directorate. 
The  actual  delivery  and  service  tasks  in  the  camps  were  carried  out  under  constant  supervision  by  the  FP  
Directorate, whereby interned postal personnel carried out delivery as well as operational and control duties. Five  
orders and guidelines from the FP Directorate were issued not only in 3 official languages, but also in English,  
Polish, Serbian, Greek and Russian.

The internees again were granted free post  and, in the spirit  of  fairness,  also escaped prisoners of  war and 
deserters.

6.4 Postal transit for prisoners of war abroad.

This traffic occupied the civil Post Office much less during WWII than during 1914-18, mainly because this postal  
exchange occurred in part without the involvement of neutral Switzerland. The numerous prisoners of war in  
greater Germany and Italy from occupied neighbouring countries received and despatched their mail directly from 
and to their  homeland.  Gift  parcels  from Great  Britain  and Free France (until  1942)  to prisoners  in the axis  
countries were as a rule redirected via Switzerland without sorting and usually by the wagon load. In the main  
they were standard red cross parcels from the British Red Cross, which went via the International Red Cross in  
Geneva. Due to lack of space, from December 1941 they were temporarily stored in Vallorbe whence they went  
by detachable railway wagons via Freiburg im Breisgau to the numerous camps in the Reich. From 1943/44 the  
traffic increased, especially the letter post for an increasing number of prisoners of war in Great Britain and North  
America.

In the last months of the war a large quantity of post for the Allied POWs arrived in Geneva, which previously  
arrived in Paris by air from New York and London. All costs for transit post were dealt with by the Civil Post Office  
during 1943/45 – the FP were again only marginally involved – in total over 1.2 million Fr. was borne in total by  
the PTT Service. The POW post through our country during WWII reached the following numbers :

                  Year    Despatched Rail Wagons     Postal Items               Parcel/Packets         Total Consignments
              1939                        8                               21,800                            5,900                           27,700

                 1940                    1,628                        19,383,200                   7,507,500                    26,890,700

                 1941                    3,536                        25,443,200                  10,599,500                   36,042,700

                 1942                    5,681                        22,954,100                  14,671,600                   37,625,700

                 1943                    5,638                        18,390,100                  13,689,600                   32,079,700

                 1944                    2,588                        48,796,300                   5,420,600                    54,216,900

                 1945                     897                          45,145,500                     525,700                      45,671,200
                TOTAL                 19,976                      180,134,200                 52,420,400                   232,554,600
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In this connection the many Good Works organisations who helped the victims of war must be remembered. They  
also were granted Free Post. Of towering international importance among these many organisations was again the  
International Committee of the Red Cross (the ICRC) and its blessed humanitarian activity which was not limited 
to forwarding POW post. The organs of the Swiss PTT Administration maintained continuous contact with this 
world renowned aid centre, whose letter volume eventually rose to an average of 100,000 items per day. When 
the destruction of many transport arteries and the continuing war in neighbouring countries became impossible, 
the ICRC organised its own motorised columns in order that the gift parcels could reach their destination.

7. The FP Service after 1945

Fig. 24 (left above) Telegram delivery by motorcycle to a military Road Policeman, 1955.
Fig. 25 (right) FP 17 dealing with return mail in readiness for the Civil Post, 1950.

7.1 The immediate postwar period: The FP becomes a fully integrated part of the army (1949).

After the nearly six years gruesome fight of nations, a sigh of relief and longed for release of tension passed  
through  Switzerland  which  had  thankfully  been  spared  by  the  war.  Humanity  thirsted  for  freedom  and 
reconciliation and one nearly succumbed to the wave of euphoria of blind political confidence, unfortunately  
wrongly, as soon became evident. In 1946 the Federal Council suspended the refresher courses, in the history of  
our army surely a singular occurrence.

The FP Service continued in its proven and honed form achieved during active service. In any case it remained  
open to structural reforms in accordance with the continuingly adapting guidelines of the army in view of military  
and political changes. The troop structure of 1947 already resulted, in that now a total of 44 FPs were created: 9 
for the Divisions, 3 for the Mountain Brigades, 3 for the Light Brigades and another 29 FPs. Each called up body of  
troops of  Brigade strength was allocated a FP.  The 5 largest  FPs  now each had available,  like  a Company,  a  
Quartermaster Sergeant and Kitchen Supervisor.

During troop exercises and especially during large manoeuvres the FP had to relocate together with their units.  
These generally unforeseen changes of location adversely affected the service a great deal. Two examples:- in  
1950 FP41 had to relocate 5 times in 4 days and FP42 had to relocate 7 times  in only 3 days . Anyhow mobility is  
now the requirement in any army for quick effective action. The troop supply units and with them the FP needed  
to adjust o these realities and secure optimally their vital services under difficult conditions.

In 1949 the officers and NCOs of the FP finally achieved the long desired and overdue hierarchic parity with their  
comrades in other units: by repeal of article 56 of the military ordinance the special 'ranks' of the FP structure  
were replaced by the grades used generally. In retrospect this mini reform would appear to be merely cosmetic.  
For those officers and NCOs of the FP affected this signified a not to be underestimated degree of satisfaction and  
a clear sign of the acknowledgement and estimation held by the Federal Military Department and the army as a 
whole to the entire FP for a considerable time.
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However the FP officers were obliged to make their contribution which they themselves had wished to make for a  
long time. Previously they had been allocated their rank and function based on their personal qualifications. Now  
however from 1950 onwards, in accordance with the altered ordinance with respect to promotion within the 
army.

a) Each FP officer candidate prior to his appointment to Lieutenant must pass an officer's training course with the  
Supply Troops.
b) Each Captain must pass a technical course and a central course grade I.
c) Each aspiring Major must pass the central course grade III.

7.2 The FP Service extends its range of services.

The general economic and social upward trend after the end of the 1940s and the consequent raising of the 
standard of living,  resulted in the members of the armed forces quite rightly demanding higher standards of  
accommodation, catering and supplies in the military schools and refresher courses. The army largely met these 
wishes. In the sphere of the FP Service this led to a marked extension in its range of services.

During manoeuvres in 1948 the delivery of telegrams to Headquarters and soldiers was tried for the first time. The 
trial  proved successful,  whereafter  this  new service  was  included in  the  FP remit.  To this  end each FP was 
immediately allocated a motorcycle rider.

On 9th March 1954 the new FP ordinance came into force,  in  which the experiences  gained since 1938 and  
especially during active service were given due consideration.

In 1966 the General Staff ordered the FP Service to establish an information centre, which ensured that the troops  
could  be  contacted  by  telephone.  This  part  of  the  FP  Service  dubbed  'Büro  Schweiz'  (Office  Switzerland) 
commenced operation in 1967. The exact definition of this service was as follows: The 'Büro Schweiz' makes it  
possible, whilst complying with military secrecy regulations, to contact military Command and Service stations,  
civil Service Stations and civil Authorities and in urgent cases put individuals in contact with Staff and Troops or 
individual members of the army.

During the Army Staff exercises in 1967, this service station manned by an Officer, 4 NCOs and a soldier in one  
week conveyed 763 enquiries of this type. This clearly showed the need for this service. Right from the beginning  
the  activities  of  the 'Büro  Schweiz'  achieved a  very  considerable  reduction  of  the  labour  intensive  telegram 
delivery.

Since October 1982 this Service Station has its own telephone number. Each connection requested through this 
number is diverted to the FP Station currently in charge of 'Büro Schweiz'.

An  FP Service  without  'Büro  Schweiz'  can no longer  be contemplated;  in  1978  approximately  17,000 phone  
connections were made; to date the number has doubled (1988). In order to manage the continually increasing  
number  of  calls  within  a  reasonable  time  frame  and  minimum  personnel  in  the  future,  the  erstwhile  
communication service shall be gradually replaced.  In its place the FP Service will make use of the EDV (Electronic  
Mail) communication capabilities.

Since 1967 the FP Service also carried out a further task which became effective especially during active service:  
escorting  individual  soldiers  reporting  for  duty  e.g.  transferrees,  those  returning  from  leave  or  recuperated  
invalids ignorant of the location of their units.

Since 15th June 1970 Giro account holders can also withdraw cash using cheques via the FP.

The reorganisation of the FP Service at the beginning of 1971 differentiates between two types of FP: Collection 
FPs in large centres were tasked during active service to secure the conveyance of FP consignments and to deliver  
post to troops located within their sphere of activity; Troop FPs were responsible for FP delivery and despatch for 
mobile Troop units.  During peacetime 10 equally distributed civil  Post Offices are tasked with the delivery of  
military mail.
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THE HELVETIA PHILATELIC SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN

Minutes of the Annual General Meeting held at Shrewsbury on 6  th   April 2014   

Attendance: Nineteen members were present. There were apologies from Alison Kilpatrick and Messrs Lienhard, 
Akers and Durham. 

The minutes of the AGM held at Worcester on 16th April 2013 were accepted as correct. 

The Chairman commended the Webmaster, Librarian and Editor of the newsletter for their work over the past  
year, resulting in continuous improvements in their products. He recorded the loss of 4 members over the year 
and a gain of 2 new members. Current membership stands at a total of 146, including 28 domiciled abroad.

The Chairman announced that the Committee had awarded Life Membership to Hazel Vonwiller in recognition of  
the help and support she gave to Peter during his time as Secretary. This announcement received the unanimous  
approval of all present. (Note: Current life members are Don Symonds, Derrick Slate, Claude Mistely, Tony Hoyle, 
Doug Houtris, Peter Hobbs and Denis Cairns.) 
 
The Treasurer reported a fall in profit over the previous year [£588 against £860 in 2012], and forecast a likely loss  
in the forthcoming year. However, the general financial health of the Society remains good, and he recommended  
no change in subscription rates for 2015. This proposition was put to members, proposed by Bob Medland and 
seconded by Michael Kemp, and was carried unanimously. It was noted that the finances of the Northern Group 
were controlled independently. Congratulations were offered to the Treasurer for his work. 

The Auditor was re-appointed for the forthcoming year. 

Packet Secretary. In her absence, her report was read out. Her proposal to raise the 15p charge per packet for  
insurance cover  to 20p was debated at  length.  Following various suggestions,  the meeting resolved that the  
Packet Secretary should re-assess the situation, and report to the Committee on the options available. The final  
decision will be made by the Committee and reported in the newsletter. 

Library. A complete overhaul has been undertaken of the content of the library, and its listing and management,  
and the Librarian proposed to reduce it from 542 items [excluding journals] down to approximately 270, all of the  
rejected items being either of no relevance, superceded or duplicated. His  approach was welcomed, with the 
added comment that unwanted items should be offered to the membership in the first instance. He was thanked  
by the Chairman for all his hard work. 

Newsletter. The new format with colour printing was welcomed. One suggestion was that reports of regional 
meetings could be less voluminous. Volunteer translators are needed for articles originally in German or French, 
which would be suitable for inclusion in the newsletter. The Editor was thanked for his continued hard work and 
high standards of production. More commercial advertisements would be welcomed. 

The Webmaster is seeking to make the website more welcoming to potential new members, and making the 
application form and accompanying notes available directly from the site. A new section on Exhibits has been 
added, allowing specific articles to be posted. The library catalogue and related information sheets will be added  
to the site as they become available. 

The current Officers and Committee Members were re-elected en bloc. 

Other matters. The issues of the 2015 AGM venue and date, and consideration of our 70th anniversary year in 
2016 were debated briefly. The 2015 date and venue will depend on discussion with Robert Wightman [domiciled  
abroad] who has offered to make a presentation. 

The possibility of a celebratory visit to Switzerland in 2016 was discussed briefly, and was referred back to the  
Committee to be pursued. Members' views will be sought via the newsletter. 
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REPORT OF THE NORTHERN GROUP'S ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING                                                               DAVID HOPE

The Northern Group completed its season on 12th April with the AGM followed by displays from three members. 
At  the  AGM David  Hope  was  elected  Chairman  for  2014-2015.  Following  the  AGM  Tony  Hoyle  gave  a  very 
interesting display on the Gornergrat Railway at Zermatt, David Hope showed a variety of items from a job-lot  
purchased at a recent auction while Gordon Bromberger showed a variety of covers and cards from Switzerland,  
many related to his family. The programme for the 2014-2015 season is as follows:

                              2014 - 4th October - 'New Acquisitions/Members' Choice' - all members
                                          1st November - 'Helvetia-Sitting and/or Standing' - all members
                                          6th December - 'Tell and Tell Boy' - all members
                              2015 - 7th March - 'Chairman's Presentation'
                                          11th April - AGM and 'Members' Choice'

All meetings take place at Corporation Mill, Sowerby Bridge, Yorkshire commencing at 2.00.pm. Further details  
from David Hope Tel: 0161 3030091

FORTHCOMING SOCIETY MEETINGS

THE SOUTHERN (WESSEX) GROUP
Saturday 7  th   June 2014   –  10.30.a.m.  'Pages  from Peace'(Peace and Peace Laureates)  –  Guest  speaker:  Grace 
Davies; p.m. 'Members' Choice' – All Members.  Saturday 4  th   October 2014   – 'Swiss National Exhibitions' -  Eric 

Lienhard, followed by members'  displays on something beginning with 'D,  E  and/or F'.  21  st   February 2015   – 
'Postage Due' with Martin Mantell and Bob Medland. 6  th   June 2015   – The main speaker will be David Colman, 
subject to be confirmed. All meetings take place at the Cricketfield House Hotel, Wilton Road, Salisbury, Wiltshire  
commencing at 10.30.am. Further details from Fred Hoadley Tel. 01403 711987.
THE NORTHERN GROUP
Next meeting (i.e. the beginning of their 2014/2015 Season) is on 4 th October 2014 - New Acquisitions/Members' 
Choice - all members. Details of further meetings in the report on their AGM – see above.

USEFUL BOOKS                                                                                                                                                                    EDITOR
I'm always looking for useful books to improve my understanding of our hobby. Unfortunately it invariably results 
in me being made more aware of how much is missing from my pet collections. Nevertheless I persevere. Here are  
a couple that have recently been drawn to my attention by Norton Wragg and Werner Gattiker :

‘Pro Juventute Bild Postkarten 1912 – 1960' by Hubert Schad contains illustrations of all the Pro Juventute cards 
and some information about the artists. There is a copy in the Society's Library. There is also a companion book  
also by Herr Schad: 'Pro Juventute Briefli 1926 – 1960', which illustrates the Briefli and the cards and also gives 
illustrations of the machine slogans used each year.

The Urs Hermann Strubel Handbook of 2007/8 is an important book of recent vintage that Werner can heartily 
recommend. In two volumes with a total of nearly 800 pages, it incorporates some of the Brach findings. A very 
scientific work in German, but due to the lavish and very numerous colour illustrations not as difficult to follow as  
one might at first think. Short summaries of the findings after the three main parts of the book are in 5 languages,  
including English. The second volume contains on over 80 pages incredibly detailed listings of all possible rates for 
both inland and foreign destinations during the Strubel period (weights, distances, letters, official letters, printed 
matters,  registration,  Nachnahme;  for  foreign  destinations  also  prescribed  postmarks  PP,  PD  or  RL,  various 
routings to same destinations etc.).
And don't forget the 2013 Luftpost (Airmail) Handbook !  
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CLARIFYING THE STANDING HELVETIAS                                                                                                                 KIT JARMAN 

At  the Annual  National  Meeting  in  April  Kit  provided the Members  with  a beautiful  display  of  his  'Standing  
Helvetia' collection. Kit is always keen to point out he is a stamp collector and it was very clear from the quality 
and variety of his material that such a single-minded (?-Ed.) approach can pay great dividends. Kit still has too  
many expensive gaps to fill, but for the benefit of those who would like to know more about what items you  
should be seeking he has produced this very clear schedule of the various types. Thankyou Kit for all your efforts.  
(Editor)

N.B. (i) All Standing Helvetias are known with Controlmarks I and II on the obverse or on the reverse.
(ii) No reference is made in the table to the distinction between 'blurred' and 'clear' nor to the variants. Further  
references to these are to be found in the AC/Zumstein Catalogue 2000, p.24 and in the article by Mr. E.C. Walton  
in 'The Swiss Philatelist' Nos. 89/91. For example, it is stated in the AC/Zumstein Catalogue that stamp numbers  
Z76F and Z89B also exist vertically perforated 11½ and 12; and Z93B also exists vertically perforated 11½.
(iii) Kit produced another article related to this subject which was published in the Newsletter in June 2013 p. 48.
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NOT SWISS ?                                                                                                                                                                        EDITOR

If you like thinking laterally or "stepping outside the box" there are a lot of ways you can do it when collecting  
Swiss. Some suggestions - the stamps of the foreign partner's Postal Service participating in one of the many "joint  
issue" projects Swiss Post have been involved in over the last 26 years; foreign stamps designed by Swiss stamp 
designers; or how about foreign stamps commemorating Swiss events or showing Swiss buildings or landscapes.  
I'll  try to illustrate some of these in the Newsletter in the coming months. Meanwhile here are some stamps  
commemorating famous Swiss characters – in this case the men of the Vatican's Swiss Guard.
 
FUTURE PHILATELIC EVENTS

12th - 14th September 2014 Lugano '14 -national competition Grade II. Website information: www.luganophila.ch

17th - 20th September 2014 - Autumn Stampex at the Business Design Centre, London. This is a national exhibition 
judged by nationally qualified and FIP qualified judges where exhibits can qualify to enter at Continental and 
International level. The competition is open worldwide, although no customs assistance can be offered. It includes 
all FIP Classes together with Cinderella and Picture Post Card entries. All philatelists are invited to apply. For this  
event specially invited displays and exhibits have been requested by the ABPS from the Germany and Colonies  
Philatelic Society and exhibits will be displayed in association with the Bund Deutscher Philatelisten (BDPh) e.V. 
Entry forms are available from the following address: 
www.abps.org.uk/Exhibiting/Downloads/ABPS_Autumn_Stampex_2014_Application_Pack.pdf and  need  to  be 
with the organisers by 16th July 2014. Completed paper forms should be sent to ABPS Exhibitions Ltd, c/o RPSL, 41  
Devonshire Place, London W1G 6JY, and scanned entries to exhibiting@abps.org.uk

28th - 30th November 2014 - fmphila '14 Day of the Stamp event staged by the Franches Montagnes Philatelic  
Society in Signelegier – a national competition Grade III. For more information email:  pigigodat@bluewin.ch

17th - 21st February 2015 – Spring Stampex which is a limited exhibition of at least 200 Frames to celebrate the 
“Diamond Jubilee of the Great Britain Philatelic Society". The Great Britain Collectors Club - USA will also be in  
attendance. And finally, on 13th - 16th May 2015 - the London 2015 Europhilex exhibition will take place at the 
Business Design Centre, London. It is expected to be the biggest philatelic event in Europe during 2015.

             Werner  Gattiker 
For most aspects of Swiss Philately and Postal History
• Free Standard Price List 1850 – 2012 with both Zumstein/SBK and Stanley Gibbons numbers.

• "Werner's Treasure Trove" sent most months to my customers, full of offers of stamps, covers,
cards, blocks, collections & lots, literature, etc.

• Liechtenstein also available.
     Werner Gattiker, P O Box 791 Hassocks, West Sussex, BN6 ODP – 01273 845501 -  werner@swisstamps.co.uk
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